
DRIVING ROI
THE BUSINESS CASE FOR A COMPREHENSIVE DUE DILIGENCE SOLUTION 



ORGANIZATIONS ARE CONTINUALLY CHALLENGED TO IMPROVE THEIR DUE DILIGENCE 
PROGRAMS. Regulators are increasing the pressure on organizations to extend AML/
KYC screenings by improving insight into all customer segments, including low risk groups 
like retail customers and third party providers. This is a high bar for compliance officers, 
expecting exhaustive screening for risks against all relevant information. Not meeting these 
targets can lead to fines and penalties, as well as increased business and reputational risk. 
Regardless of industry, compliance screening and risk management processes generate 
workload for internal teams to manage. Exhaustively screening for risk relevant information 
can lead to overwhelming volumes of false positives and immaterial alerts. Employing less 
stringent methods of screening may result in high profile misses and potential reputational 
risk management issues. 

Hobson & Company, a research firm focused on Return on Investment (ROI) and Total Cost 
of Ownership (TCO) studies, worked with RDC to explore these challenges. The goal of 
this white paper is to highlight examples of operational and business benefits that can be 
realized with a comprehensive due diligence solution. Research consisting of in-depth  
interviews with existing customers found that RDC’s solutions addressed customer 
challenges and delivered measurable results and a compelling return on investment.



 

REDUCING THE NUMBER OF FALSE POSITIVES AND IRRELEVANT  
ALERTS RECEIVED
One of the most resource intensive processes for internal analysts was the time spent 
clearing false positives and irrelevant alerts. Customers noted that reducing the number of 
false positives received, without increasing the risk of missed threats, was a key objective. 
Their analysts needed an average of anywhere from 15 – 60 minutes to clear each alert, 
depending on the closeness of the match, and could often get hundreds of alerts per 
month of which 75% or more would be false positives. 

INCREASING THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH EXISTING CUSTOMERS/ 
NAMES ARE MONITORED
A key opportunity for many customers was increased screening of existing names in their 
portfolios. They acknowledged that the time and resources required to regularly monitor 
their existing list of names made it a challenge to do so consistently, and as a result this 
was an area of vulnerability. Just because there were no issues with a customer name 
when first screened, did not mean they couldn’t become a risk in the future. But without  
a way to know almost immediately about a new threat, customers couldn’t always take 
pro-active steps to address these threats, such as quickly offloading customers, turning  
off accounts, or stopping the money flow as needed.

REDUCING THE RISK OF FINES/ 
PENALTIES FOR INSUFFICIENT DUE DILIGENCE PROGRAMS  
Ensuring due diligence programs are comprehensive, meeting or exceeding industry 
standards, was a key focus area for all customers. However, when the breadth or depth 
of the databases being used was limited, or the screening processes were inconsistent, 
this could be difficult to do and potentially result in customers incurring significant fines. 
Some customers reported receiving fines that ranged from $15M - $40M for insufficient 
AML/due diligence programs. In addition to the fines themselves customers noted that 
the remediation costs to bring programs into compliance could be even more significant, 
as much as 2X of even 3X – 4X the amount of the fine itself. 

EXPANDING THE NUMBER OF NAMES SCREENED WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT 
ADDED STAFF TIME
A number of customers noted that another way to mitigate risk was to increase the 
number of names screened, as many of the customers were currently only screening their 
high risk names. While they recognized that this left them open to potential risk from their 
medium and low risk customers, screening all of these names would have been resource 
prohibitive. Medium and low risk customers typically represent 98-99% of all new customer 
names, and with no way to screen these against different parameters than those used for 
their high risk customers, the number of alerts returned was likely to be overwhelming. 

DUE DILIGENCE CHALLENGES 



Customers interviewed reported the potential for:

90% REDUCTION  
in mid/low risk hits

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS:
•  Reduce the risk of reputational damage from new or existing 

customers/partners

• Enhance due diligence of customers/partners

• Reduce risk of compliance issues/falling behind the industry. 

Keeping up with industry standards for due diligence can be 
difficult and time consuming, yet not doing so increases the 
potential for fines. RDC offers the most comprehensive risk 
database of its kind, combining regulatory intelligence with 
adverse media, including 500+ global sanctions and watch  
lists, broad pre-screened media sources and more than  
2.5 billion articles, coverage of 60 categories of risk, and 
tracking of each risk from the earliest indication, capturing  
risk relevant content worldwide.

ADJUST DUE DILIGENCE LEVELS TO MATCH THREAT / RISK LEVELS 
Screening new customers/partners can often be a one size fits 
all exercise - high risk parameters may be applied to either just 
high risk customers, or to the entire portfolio. This can lead to 
either a gap in screening for mid/low risk customers, or very 
stringent rules that may result in false positives. Organizations 
are being asked to do more, performing compliance screening  
to all their customers across all business lines. 

RDC’s CVIP filter has customizable analytics with a configurable 
filtering engine, allowing different filters to be applied for high, 
medium or low risk customers. With multi-variable risk scoring 
and prioritization of alerts, RDC focuses on the real risks across 
different threat levels. 

“ Have been able to add medium and 
low risk customers to the screening 
process for adverse media without 
adding a significant number of alerts, 
getting maybe one more alert a day.”

– Compliance Officer 

Customers identified benefits of a comprehensive due diligence solution 
from RDC in two key areas: BETTER ANSWERS AND PRECISE DELIVERY.

“Fined $15M+ for insufficient AML 
programs, and the breadth of RDC’s 
database is a key part of now helping 
reduce the risk of fines going forward.”

– PM, Governance

BETTER ANSWERS



 

PRECISE DELIVERY

REDUCE TIME ON MONITORING EXISTING CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS 
Trying to continuously monitor all existing customers/corporate 
partners can be extremely time consuming. Re-screening of  
all clients may only be done annually, or may not be done at  
all – creating a risk that new threats from existing customers  
or partners may go undetected. Portfolio Monitoring provides  
daily automated monitoring of all data feeds and watch lists  
for changes and additions, with any matches immediately  
alerted and returned with no additional batches or extra work  
for the organization. 

Customers interviewed reported the potential for:

90% REDUCTION  
in time on existing names

“ Without RDC we would not have been 
able to monitor our existing portfolio  
to the degree we do now without 
needing to increase the number of 
internal analysts.”

– Head of Compliance

REDUCE THE NUMBER OF FALSE POSITIVES AND IRRELEVANT ALERTS  
As firms lower their risk appetite in response to a zero-tolerance 
regulatory environment, compliance departments are challenged 
with a substantially increased volume of alerts. Managing these 
alerts expediently, and in line with regulators’ expectations is a 
significant challenge, and can have a severe impact on efficiency 
and productivity. RDC’s patented advanced analytics can filter 
out false positives/ irrelevant alerts based on risk type, severity, 
maturity and location, providing the ability to screen against  
the broadest set of risk-relevant data while improving focus  
on the real risks.

Customers interviewed reported the potential for:

70 - 95% REDUCTION  
in false positives 

“ False positives were reduced by 
50-75% after moving from another 
vendor to RDC, and the time needed 
to clear the remaining alerts 
decreased 30-50%, from 15-20 
minutes per alert to 10 minutes.”

– Head of Compliance



 

REDUCE TIME NEEDED TO RUN ONE TIME DUE DILIGENCE CHECKS 
A need can arise to run a check of a significant number of 
customers or partners all at once, e.g., when acquiring another 
business, or adding a database like negative news, and the 
resources required to do so can be extensive. RDC can provide 
experienced, trained analysts working with client-defined precise 
screening rules and conditions to ensure false positives are kept 
to a minimum, conducting false positive and materiality reviews  
to deliver only relevant, decision ready alerts.

Customers interviewed reported the potential for:

80 - 90% REDUCTION  
in time needed

“We did a one-time screening with RDC 
for 10,000 customers which couldn’t 
have been done before internally, other 
than maybe screening just the high-risk 
subset of customers.”

– Compliance Officer

REDUCE TIME NEEDED TO PREPARE DATA/REPORTS FOR AUDITS 
Audits are needed to ensure organizations remain in compliance 
with regulations, but the time required to prepare for each 
audit, pulling all of the necessary data and reports together in 
advance of the audit and other information as requested by the 
auditors during the audit, can be extensive. The data may also be 
incomplete, or the manner in which it was collected inconsistent, 
which could result in more scrutiny by auditors. RDC provides 
comprehensive data, trained analysts and tailored analytics, 
consistent screening procedures, and ongoing monitoring for 
enhanced protection, to deliver comprehensive due diligence.

Customers interviewed reported the potential for:

70 - 80% REDUCTION  
in time needed to prepare data/reports for audits

“Would have taken 1-2 hours a month 
before, to collate data from a number of 
spreadsheets to create reports, versus 
essentially just the click of a button now.”

– Deputy MLRO

Customers interviewed reported the potential for:

30% REDUCTION  
in licensing costs and eliminated on premise hardware

REDUCE THE COST OF MAINTAINING SCREENING SOLUTIONS  
The time and cost of maintaining screening solutions onsite can 
be extensive, requiring not only hardware and software costs 
annually but also internal or contracted IT support staff to maintain 
the solutions. RDC offers the most comprehensive risk diligence 
database available in the marketplace today without the need for 
additional people, IT involvement or maintenance, through its secure 
SaaS offering. It also provides multiple delivery options, including, GUI, 
Batch, web services/APIs, and data feeds. Trusted by 1,000 clients.

“License savings alone could be as 
much as $100K+ a year, driven by only 
needing one instance of RDC’s due 
diligence solution.”

– Director, Corporate Security



 

The value of a comprehensive due diligence solution 
is immediate and demonstrable. The following case 
study illustrates this potential value based on a 
sample organization with the following inputs:

•  3.0M existing customers (total names, i.e. entities)

•  300,000 new customers/names expected on 
average each year

• 1% of customers deemed high risk

•  10% of names ‘sent for screening’ that are 
returned as alerts , with 98% of these proving  
to be false positives

•  An average of 10-20 minutes required by internal 
analysts to clear each alert/false positive

•  Existing high risk customer names, i.e. ~1% of all 
names rechecked once a year

•  $70K in annual on premise hardware/software 
costs, and 160 hours of internal IT Support/month

For this organization, the annual benefits could 
be as much as $1.4M from the Better Answers 
value drivers alone. When you add the value 
drivers categorized under Precise Delivery, annual 
benefits could be as much as $2.2M. 

The three year investment totaling $1.8M generates 
a positive return in 4.8 months. The three year net 
present value (NPV) and return on investment (ROI) 
are strong at $3.0M and 205%, respectively. The key 
financial metrics for the sample organization were 
calculated by standard methods and are shown 
below. The NPV calculation assumes a 10% cost  
of capital.

FINANCIAL METRIC 3-YEAR VALUE
Payback 4.8 months

NPV $3,013,118

ROI 205%

BENEFITS BY VALUE DRIVER
The chart below shows the extent to which each 
value driver contributes to the total value of a 
comprehensive due diligence solution. For the 
sample organization, better answers represents 
the majority of the value.

KEY ROI FINDINGS

Better 
Answers

Precise 
Delivery

36%

64%



ABOUT RDC 
RDC delivers powerful, decision-ready intelligence and world-class risk and compliance protection, 
allowing global organizations to identify banned/suspect entities, strengthen fraud protection, ensure 
regulatory compliance, manage supply and distribution risk, and protect their brand equity.

With the world’s largest open source risk-relevant database, RDC provides AML/KYC compliance; 
Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) protection; emerging market intelligence; corruption, fraud and crime 
protection; and vendor screening and monitoring to a wide range of clients worldwide. Learn more about 
RDC by emailing info@rdc.com or visiting www.rdc.com.

ABOUT HOBSON & COMPANY
Hobson & Company helps technology vendors and purchasers uncover, quantify and validate the key 
sources of value driving the adoption of new and emerging technologies. Our focus on robust validation 
has helped many technology purchasers more objectively evaluate the underlying business case of a 
new technology, while better understanding which vendors best deliver against the key value drivers. Our 
well researched, yet easy to use ROI and TCO tools have also helped many technology companies better 
position and justify their unique value proposition. For more information, please visit www.hobsonco.com.
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